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Abstract
As the data grow day by day in database, it becomes difficult to 
handle it. One solution is to use cloud computing. The data are 
stored in different storage space on the servers. In this paper, the 
graphs are created by using two methods. One method is statistical 
information and second method is Pareto function. When the user 
enters the query in its own virtual machine, the result is found 
using statistical size estimation formulae used for simple query 
and complex query such as conjunction, disjunction and negation. 
After finding the values, then a graph is created for relate the size 
with money using histogram. 
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I. Introduction 
Due to recent development, the storage space and computing speed 
have increased which is handled by the computers. All companies 
store their legacy data in the database which become difficult to 
handle it. The solution of storing data in database is to use cloud 
computing for example 1000 machines are used for computing 
something in 1 hour in cloud computing whereas 1 machine is 
used for doing same work in 1000 hours. In cloud computing, huge 
amount of data is retrieved from geographically distributed data 
among different servers. The results of user’s queries are fetched 
from different server through the network but they observe that 
the results are fetched from their own personal computer. The 
principles of secure query optimization strategies are implemented 
in 1980s and 1990s. Extended secure query optimization for cloud 
environment use RDF data and SPARQL query language. The 
layered framework for cloud computing are:

Fig. 1: Layered Framework for Assured Cloud (fro Internet/TCP/
IP Protocol

A. Data Collection Approaches

1. Job Flow Based Approach
The jobs flow across different organization. The complex jobs are 
divided into multiple jobs and run in parallel. By using job flow 
based approaches, agent cooperate three different alarms (light, 
moderate and critical) to detect further attacks. 

2. Grid Node Based Approach
In grid node based approach, the agent detects anomalies by 
using methodologies such as statistical modelling, entropy 
based approach etc. These two approaches allow us to collect 
complementary information.
When the query is passed to the hive architecture then the form 
is created which consist of three fields (create load table query, 
create view query, select/insert query).

Fig. 2: Fine Grain Control Access with Hive System 
Architecture 

II. Proposed Approach
This paper proposed to represent the statistical information for 
cost estimation and selection of size estimation for simple and 
complex query. The graphs are created based on values calculated 
from cost estimation and size estimation.

A. Selection Size Estimation in Simple Query is
σA =v(r) then it find number of records that satisfy these selection 
i.e. nr / V (A, r) where n is the total number of records in one block 
and V (A, r) is the variables that satisfy this condition. The size 
estimation for equality condition estimation for key attribute is 1. 
If we want to find the tuple which is less than or greater than the 
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given variable value. It represent in relational algebra is σA≤V(r) 
or σA ≥ V(r). Let C denote estimated number of tuples satisfying 
condition. If min (A , r) and max(A , r) are available in catalog .
Then, C=0 if C< min (A, r) otherwise

C = ),min(),max(
),min(.
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If histograms are available, then we refine the above estimate. In 
absence of statistical information, then C is assumed to be nr/2. 

B. Selection Size Estimation for Complex Query
The selectivity of condition θi is the probability that tuples in 
relation r satisfies θi. Let si is the number of tuples satisfying in 
relation r., the selectivity of θi is given by si/nr.
Conjunction: σθ1∧ θ2∧. . . ∧ θn (r) Assuming independent, estimated 
number of tuple in the relation r is
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Disjunction: σθ1∧ θ2∧. . . ∧ θn  (r). Estimated number of tuples is 
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Negation: σ¬θ(r). Estimated number of tuples is 
nr – size (σθ(r)).
After calculating the variable values based on above formulae’s, 
the graph will be created.

C. Pareto Function
The Pareto function is used for optimizing the multi objectives. 
The tools used for analyzing the optimization with more than 
one objective are:

D. Pareto Slice Table View
It shows a table of each solution at one run.

Table 1: Multi Object Optimization

The accept check is used for selecting the rows within the table. 
The Pareto function works on the data collected and evaluate the 
multi object optimization. In this optimization, it find the optimum 
solution (as displayed in the above table row 5 with blue indication 
of the data is the optimum solution for given algorithm). It then 
makes a pareto front graph as shown below cost wise and time 
wise.

E. Pareto Front Graph
The Pareto front graphs are used for multi objective optimization 
where more than one solution are obtained at each run. It shows 
the successful solution for the selected run with the current value 
highlighted in red color. The graphs help us to select best solution 
for each run. 

Fig. 3: Multi Objective Optimization Graph

F. Selected Solution Slice
This is used for collecting and exporting the optimal solutions 
which we decide at each run.

III. Example
Consider a query in which we solve a two dimensional distance 
conformation problem using large scale functionality in the 
optimization. This type of problem also arises in other application 
like satellite and surveying. This example can be extended to N 
dimensional system with M number of stations to view minimum 
distance.

A. Distance Conformation Problem
Arrange the N stations of states in a way that the distance between 
the pair of station is minimum.

Fig. 4: Optimization Distance Between the Pair of Stations

IV. Conclusion 
The proposed approach requires less time to examine the query 
optimization using graph. The cost and size required for executing 
the queries can be easily determined. The statistical information’s 
are obtained from using conjunction, disjunction and negation for 
complex queries. The pareto function is used for optimizing multi 
objectives. The tools for analyzing the multi objectives are used. 
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Finally the graph is drawn by using the Pareto front graph. 
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